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The evolution of a blues solo
Step 1 https://youtu.be/Kq8ghcLljr8
In step 1 only the root notes are played. This will be the foundation of your solos. Don’t
think it will limit your creativity. By knowing the basic route through the 12 bar blues it
will enable you to go far from the path and discover new ‘territories’ and you will always
be able to nd your way back.
root note bar 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8 and 11

root note bar 5, 6 and 10

root note bar 9 and 12
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Step 6 https://youtu.be/ZHK-ETZeE3s
In step 6 the root notes are played as well as the note before and after the root note in
the pentatonic scale. The rhythm is still real simple. Just four notes in a bar played on
the beat.
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There are no shortcuts but you can learn it the right way or the wrong way
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Step 11 https://youtu.be/HuMX9vVKsEQ
In step 11 the root notes are played and the note above the root note. But now the eight
notes come in and the alternate picking. The rhytyhm is counted as 1 & 2. Notes on the beat
are played with downstrokes and notes in between the beats are played with upstrokes. This
is crucial knowledge. By emphasizing the notes on the beat you automatically get a drive in
your playing
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Step 16 https://youtu.be/jzR86HOeq0Q
Step 16 is like step 6 but with a more complex rhythm. Still just the root notes and the
notes above an before the root notes.
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Do a lot with a little not a little with a lot.
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Step 21 https://youtu.be/RhM_UYBighM
Still the root notes ande the notes before and after the root notes but now more di erent
rhythms and bends are added. Not every bar the same pattern.
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Step 26 https://youtu.be/hqL_cI7UZlE
Now you’re getting somewhere. More notes are added, as well as slides, doublestops,
bend release, hammer-on and pull-o .
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You can never have enough vibrato in your life.
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Step 31 https://youtu.be/kW3JvX6r3gg
Triplets are introduced. See how the root notes are still the foundation of the solo
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Step 36 https://youtu.be/lx_i4jARkZs
Part of the fth position of the minor pentatonic scale is used here. For the rest it’s more
and more variations of licks, rhythm, e ects and rests.
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Don’t guess the rhythm, know the rhythm, own the rhythm.
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Step 40 https://youtu.be/b2L30pWYoy0
The nal step of this series. Tied notes, bends, triplets, let ring, double stops, it’s all
there. The root notes aren’s played as much as before but they are still the foundation.
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I can assure you that you will be a better player once you’ve completed the 40 steps.
- You will understand the route through the 12 bar blues.
- You will know a lot of licks and how to change them
- Your sense of rhythm will improve
- You can read rhythms
- You will nd out what licks you like and (start to) develop your own style

Can you do it in a week?
Absolutely not!
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Wisdom and understanding will take time.
It’s best to appreciate the joy of learning.

